Evidence Worksheet – Book

Directions: Fill out all areas of this form.

Step 1 – Gather the information for the works cited entry.

Author(s) and/or Editor(s):

Title of Book [Underlined when handwritten; italicized when typed]:

City of Publication:

Publisher:

Year of Publication:

Step 2 – Find a suitable section and summarize it.

Consult the table of contents or index of the book and do the following: 1) Find one section [4+ pages] with information that you need for one arm of your planning map, and 2) In your own words, summarize the section in 8-10 sentences. Use no quotations in your summary. Attach an additional page if necessary.
Step 3 – Find a *compelling* quotation.

Select a compelling quotation from the section and record it below. This quotation should be 40-50 words and make me think, "Wow, that's really interesting!" Use ellipses if you need to trim words. Set the quotation up correctly: **Authority phrase + Quotation + Documentation.** Do not repeat information from the summary.

---

Step 4 – Explain the relevance of the material to your essay.

Complete this phase: “From this source my reader will learn that …” Be sure that a *complete thought* follows.

---

Grade: __________ / 25 points